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SCIENTIST
MARVEL
AT
SINCE 2025 FASTER THAN LIGHT TRAVEL
Have you ever looked up
to the clouds and wondered your
place in the galaxy? Not just your
place, but the place of those who
surround you? Space is a vast sea,
and the Earth is but a tiny iota, a
drop in the water of this endless
galaxy. If the Earth is one drop,
then what is humanity? Well, I
ask, why should they be anything but the tidal wave they truly should be? Why should we be
scared of what could be out there,
when we can willingly make our
mark with pride? That is the philosophy of Earth Control, and it
has been for the past seven years.
When the first ships left to scour
our universe, Earth Control was
on the ground, with the people,
and watched in awe. Yet, what
we now provide is nothing short
of a revolution in the space age.
We have been policing the skies
for years now, protecting our race
from each other, and you at home
from the scourge of the skies.
Earth Control is at the forefront of
the technological advancements
needed to protect us from what
could be out there, and we are doing this with your help. See More

ON ANNIVERSARY OF DISCOVERY

Earth Control scientists have marvelled at the impact
Faster Than Light travel has had on the human frontier.
The celebration comes on the one year anniversary of
the discovery, led by Doctor Hugh Davenport, which
allows ships to travel beyond light speed, making
space travel not only quick, but also wholly luxurious.
Faster Than Light travel is now a feature in almost
every Earth Control vessel, and has revolutionised
humanities relationship with space, and has allowed
our reach into the stars to extend further. See More

EYES TO THE SKY:
PLANS TO EXPAND THE FRONTIER

TO SATURN RECEIVE
SIGNIFICANT BOOST
The long standing plans to increase the size
of the frontier to Saturn today received a huge
boost. It was long since thought that human life around
Saturn was impossible, yet not too long ago it was also
thought human travel through space was impossible too.
In a proud display, the science teams united together with the engineers to create a way to sustain
human life amongst the beautiful rings of Saturn.
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As this is reported, colony ships are being
established and a crack combination of engineers, scientists and the bravest of Rangers are
combining to make Saturn another viable place
for study, and another foothold for humanity
in the endless reaches of space. See More

EARTH CONTROL

RANGERS
Whether you be in the skies above Earth
or as far as Jupiter or Venus, if there is a complication the Earth Control Rangers will be on
hand no matter the time or issue. The hand of
Earth Control the Rangers are the toughest of
the tough and willing to aid in any matter. Their
main goals include; Keeping the peace amongst
the stars, aiding humanity in any time of need
and finding any and all useful technologies that
may aid in Earths survival amongst the stars.
Other priorities include supplying our outer
bases with whatever they require, flying surveillance for human kind, and staying at home
with the civilians, watching the skies. Not all
Rangers can fight on the frontline, but all rangers are an important cog in the overall machine.
Should you believe you have what it takes
to be a ranger, then we are waiting for you
with open arms and a hero’s welcome.
Should you believe you belong here, then
you are a vital cog needed to keep the
days bright, and the Earth safe. See More

JOIN
EARTH CONTROL

RANGERS
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